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Abstract: The push towards the development of next-generation solid-state batteries has motivated 
the search for novel solid electrolyte materials. Sodium antiperovskites represent a structural family 
of ion conductors that has emerged as a result, with expected advantages in terms of composition 
tuning, electrochemical stability, mechanical softness and high ionic conductivity. Here, we report the 
mechanochemical synthesis of several materials in this structural family, including novel mixed-halide 
compositions such as Na3OCl0.5(BH4)0.5, Na3OBr0.5(BH4)0.5 Na3OI0.5(BH4)0.5 and Na3OCl0.33Br0.33(BH4)0.33. 
We rationalize the effect of halide substitution on the structure and ion transport properties of these 
materials. We conclude with a discussion on Na3OBH4, which has recently been reported to be a fast 
ion conductor, owing to the rotational disorder of the complex superhalide anion BH4-. We are unable 
to reproduce the reported high ionic conductivity of Na3OBH4 neither by experiment nor ab initio 
simulation. 
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1. Introduction  
Research into solid Li+- and Na+-ion conductors has rapidly escalated over the last decade in view of 
possible applications in solid-state batteries [1–3]. These efforts have afforded an increasing 
fundamental understanding of ion migration in the solid state along with the discovery of several 
previously disregarded families of materials that can sustain fast ion diffusion [4,5]. One such family 
of materials is characterized by the antiperovskite structural arrangement, typically denoted lithium- 
or sodium-rich antiperovskites, to differentiate from the much studied oxide perovskite lithium-ion 
conductors of the Li3xLa⅔-xTiO3 archetype [6,7]. 
With the latest Nobel prize awarded to pioneers of the lithium battery technology, it seems fitting to 
contribute to this celebratory issue with our work related to one of the laureates, John B. Goodenough, 
who has recently been involved in the development of solid-state batteries using antiperovskite 
electrolytes [8–10]. Furthermore, significant attention has been generated by high-profile publications 
on the antiperovskites Li3OCl [11] and Na3OBH4 [12] claiming superb ionic conductivities of the order 
of mS/cm at room temperature for Li+ and Na+, respectively. 
The interest in the antiperovskite family as solid electrolytes for battery applications arises from 
several factors, including: i) a simple structural archetype that is prone to iso- and aliovalent 
substitutions and, as such, to property tailoring [13]; ii) the absence of (semi)metallic elements, which 
are at the root of reductive instability with battery anodes [1,14] (in this case Na metal). This leads to 
expectations of minimal electronic conductivity and electrochemical stability in battery conditions; iii) 
their soft mechanical properties [15], which are key to facile densification and integration in solid-state 
batteries. Furthermore, this allows the synthesis of these materials through mechanochemistry, as 
demonstrated in the present study; and iv) the aforementioned reports of high ionic conductivity 
[11,12] allowing highly efficient and fast charge-discharge cycles of a battery cell. 
Stoichiometric Na antiperovskites Na3CX typically include a chalcogenide (C) and a (super)halide (X), 
with the former and latter occupying the 6- and 12-fold coordinated anion sites, respectively. To our 
knowledge, the first sodium-rich antiperovskite reported was Na3NO3 (i.e. [Na+]3[O2-][NO2-]) in 1983 by 
Zintl and Morawietz [16–18]. The archetypical Na3OCl and Na3OBr were then synthesized by 
Sabrowsky et al. 50 years later [19]. Jansen et al. studied the Na+ conductivity of Na3OBr, Na3NO3 and 
Na3OCN and observed a sharp enhancement of ion transport above a transition temperature specific 
to each compound, as a signature of an order-disorder phase transition with respect to the orientation 
of the complex superhalogen anions NO2- and CN- (paddle-wheel effect) [18,20,21]. Wang et al. first 
showed the possibilities for isovalent mixing in the halide site with Na3OCl1-xBrx (0 < x < 1) and 
Na3OBr1-xIx (0 < x < 0.6), as well as aliovalent substitution of Na+ with Ca2+, Sr2+ to increase Na+ 
conductivity [22]. Nguyen et al. highlighted a considerable secondary contribution to the ionic 
impedance of Na3OBr, attributable to imperfect particle contact, which they alleviated through spark 
plasma sintering [23]. 
Understanding of the atomistic ion conduction mechanisms at play in antiperovskites has mostly been 
pursued by computational means [24,25]. Whether alkali vacancies or interstitials are the dominant 
charge carriers in the antiperovskite structure has been a matter of debate [26]. Studies on the defect 
energetics on Na3OCl point to NaCl Schottky (pairs of  Na+ and Cl- vacancies) as the dominant defects 
[27,28], whereas, Zhu et al. proposed Na2O Schottky defects (pairs of 2Na+ and O2- vacancies) for 
Na3OBr on the basis of neutron diffraction [29]. In any case, sodium vacancies seem to be the majority 
Na+ defect species in sodium-rich antiperovskites.  Theoretical works have also examined the effect of 
lattice distortions (including symmetry breaking from the cubic aristotype structure) on the phase 
stability and ion transport [30,31]; still, such distorted alkali anti-perovskites remain elusive 
experimentally. 
Considerable computational efforts have also been directed towards the prediction of compositions 
and design strategies to guide further experimental efforts. A well accepted strategy that has also been 
confirmed experimentally is the aliovalent substitution of divalent M2+ on the Na+ sites so as to create 
Na vacancies (M = Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+ and so on) [22,27]. Beyond doping, notable compositions to target 
experimentally are Na3O0.5S0.5I [32] Na3SI [31] and Na3SBCl4 [33], which utilize larger chalcogen and 
halide ions to increase the lattice volume and enlarge the diffusion pathways for sodium. Another 
composition of particular interest is also the inverted antiperovskite Na3FS in which the large 
chalcogen would occupy the 12-fold coordinated anion site and small halogen the 6-fold coordinated 
anion site [31]. Beyond studies in the framework of ion conductors, other sodium-rich antiperovskites 
have also been reported, including Na3(SO4)F [34] and Na2(BH4)(NH2) [35], for which no ionic 
conductivity data have been collected. 
In the present study, we report on our efforts aimed at i) demonstrating the efficiency of 
mechanochemistry as a novel synthetic route for these soft sodium antiperovskite materials; ii) 
synthesizing for the first time binary- and ternary halide mixtures including BH4-; iii) providing a holistic 
discussion of the structure-property relationships in Na-rich antiperovskites, integrating our results in 
the context of previous findings; and iv) attempting to reproduce and build on the recent promising 
reports on Na3OBH4. 
  
2. Methods 
Synthesis of sodium oxide (Na2O). Although anhydrous (super)halides (NaX) are readily available, 
commercial Na2O reagents often contain significant amounts of impurities, mainly sodium peroxide 
(Na2O2) and hydroxide (NaOH) (Figure 1a). In previous reports, such commercial powders have been 
used in the synthesis of Na3OX antiperovskites, in conjunction with excess Na metal [22,23] and/or 
under vacuum [23] to alleviate this issue, assuming the evacuation of H2, O2 or H2O. Here, we have 
opted to produce ‘homemade’ Na2O reagent as a first step, by reduction of NaOH by metallic Na 
(excess), similar to a recent study [29], according to:  
𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻 + 𝑁𝑎
300 ℃,~10−2𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑟




The reagents were thoroughly mixed using an agate mortar and pestle in an Ar-filled glovebox. The 
mixture was then loaded into an alumina boat and heated in a vacuum oven (Büchi) connected to a 
vacuum pump at 300 ˚C for 14 h. The produced hydrogen gas was evacuated and excess sodium metal 
deposited on a cold trap. This procedure was repeated four times to drive the reaction to completion. 
This synthesis resulted in pure Na2O, free of the aforementioned impurities, as attested by the 
associated x-ray diffractogram (Figure 1b). 
 
Figure 1: X-ray diffractograms of a) commercial and b) ‘homemade’ Na2O, including profile fits. Samples 
were placed within a moisture- and air-free cell capped with a Be window. Measured Na2O2 and NaOH 
impurities present in the former are absent in the latter. 
 
 
Synthesis of Na3OX antiperovskites. The ‘homemade’ Na2O and commercial NaCl (Acros Organics 
99.5%), NaBr (Acros Organics 99+%), NaI, NaBH4 powders were utilized as reagents. Prior to the 
synthesis, all reagents used were dried under vacuum at 100 °C for 24 h in a glass vacuum oven (Büchi) 
to remove residual moisture. Equimolar mixtures of pure Na2O and NaX (X = Br, Cl, I, BH4) were 
thoroughly ground into fine powders in an Ar-filled glovebox. The precursor powders (typically 1.5 g) 
were loaded into an 80 mL ZrO2 milling jar containing twelve 10-mm-diameter ZrO2 balls (total mass 
36 g). A planetary ball mill (Fritsch Pulverisette 7 Premium) was used for the mechanochemical 
synthesis at 600 rpm for a total effective milling time of 24 h with a 5 min pause every 20 min of milling. 
Samples produced in this way are referred to as ‘as-milled’. 
𝑁𝑎2𝑂 + 𝑁𝑎𝑋
𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑙−𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 (+𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔)
→                     𝑁𝑎3𝑂𝑋 
To improve crystallinity, the ball-milled antiperovskite powders were hydraulically pelletized 
(370 MPa)  into 13-mm-diameter pellets using a stainless-steel die and  annealed in a glass vacuum 
oven (Büchi) for 13 h at 200 °C under vacuum. Samples produced this way are referred to as ‘annealed’. 
X-ray powder diffraction. Diffractograms of all antiperovskite samples were measured at room 
temperature using a Bruker D8 diffractometer with Cu-Kα or Co-Kα radiation (Cu = 1.5418 Å and 
Co = 1.7903 Å, respectively). The moisture-sensitive powders were placed in hermetic sample holders 
under Ar atmosphere in a glove-box. Depending on the sample holder, diffractograms were collected 
either through a ≈100 μm Be window or through a dome-shaped PEEK cap. The former produces a flat 
background but attenuates the intensity of Bragg reflections non-uniformly (decreasing absorption 
with 2θ); the latter produces significant diffuse scattering at low 2θ but does not affect the relative 
intensity ratio of Bragg reflections along.  Fitting of the diffractograms was performed with the Le Bail 
and Rietveld methods as integrated in the FullProf and Jana 2006 software suites. 
Impedance spectroscopy. Measurements of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy were made 
using a frequency response analyser (MTZ-35, Biologic) and an intermediate temperature system (ITS, 
Biologic). Annealed samples were first pelletized using a 13 mm die in a uniaxial hydraulic press 
(typically ~750 MPa). The pellets (80-90% dense) were then sandwiched between two graphite paper 
disks which served as blocking electrodes. The pellets were loaded in an Ar-filled glovebox into a 
hermetic sample holder (CESH, Biologic) and measured at temperatures ranging from 25 to 100 °C. A 
frequency range of 30 MHz to 0.1 Hz and an excitation voltage of 0.05 V were utilized. The ionic 
conductivities were determined by extracting the resistances from the Bode plots (as explained in ref. 
[36]) and calculating the conductivities taking the dimensions of the pellets into account. The 
activation energy (Ea) for Na ion diffusion was calculated from the slope of the Arrhenius plot. 
Thermal analysis. Coupled differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis 
(TGA) measurements were performed using a NETZSCH STA 449F3 Jupiter housed in an Ar-filled 
glovebox. Heating and cooling rates of 10 °C/min were utilized, under a constant flow of Ar (50 
mL/min). The mass spectra of the evolved gases were recorded using a mass spectrometer. 
Vibrational spectroscopy. Infrared spectra were recorded at ambient temperature using a Thermo 
Scientific (Nicolet iS10) FT-IR. The borohydride samples were mixed with dry KBr (ca. 90 wt.% KBr and 
10 wt.% Na3OBH4/NaBH4) and pelletized using a 13 mm stainless-steel die and sealed in an air-tight 
sample holder in an Ar-filled glovebox prior to data acquisition on the antiperovskite. All spectra were 
recorded in the region 4000–400 cm-1 and the KBr spectrum was subtracted. Raman spectra were 
acquired using a Raman DXR Microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with an excitation laser beam 
( = 532 nm) at 1 mW laser power using a pinhole slit (25 m). Na3OBH4 and NaBH4 powders were 
loaded on glass slides and covered with electrical tape in an Ar-filled glovebox. Spectra were collected 
through glass slides in the range 50–3500 cm-1.  
Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations. The simulations in this work were carried out using 
density functional theory (DFT) with the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [37]. A plane-wave 
cut-off energy of 400 eV was utilized. The projector augmented wave method [38] and the PBEsol 
exchange-correlation functional [39] were employed for all calculations. The k-space was sampled 
using the gamma-point only with 3×3×3 supercells containing 243 and 135 atoms for Na3OBH4 and 
Na3OX (X = Cl, Br or I), respectively. To induce Na-ion transport, Na vacancies were added to each 
supercell at a concentration of 5%. Statistical properties were obtained from simulations of >50 and 
>100 ps for Na3OBH4 and Na3OX (X = Cl, Br or I), respectively, using the NVT ensemble with the Nose–
Hoover thermostat [40]. The AIMD calculations for Na3OBH4 were carried out at 600, 700 and 800 K, 
with a time step of 1 fs to account for the protons. Temperatures above 800 K were tested but resulted 
in structural instabilities with protons separating from the BH4 tetrahedra. A similar issue was also 
found by Sun et al. at 1100 K [37]. For Na3OX (X = Cl, Br or I), the simulations were run at 600, 800 and 
1000 K, with a time step of 2 fs. Self-diffusion data for Na were obtained from the mean square 
displacement (MSD) according to: 
〈𝒓𝒊𝟐(𝒕)〉 = 𝟔𝑫𝑵𝒂𝒕 
where 〈ri2(t)〉 is the MSD, DNa is the diffusion coefficient for Na and t is time. Activation energies for 
Na-ion diffusion were extracted by fitting to an Arrhenius relationship of the form: 
𝑫𝑵𝒂 = 𝑫𝟎𝒆−𝑬𝒂⁄𝒌𝑻 
where D0 is the Arrhenius prefactor. 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Mechanochemical synthesis of Na3CX antiperovskites 
A commonly-cited stability criterion for the stability of perovskite structures is the tolerance factor, t, 
introduced by Goldschmidt [41], involving a simple geometrical consideration of the ionic radii of the 
constituent atoms. For an ABO3 oxide perovskite (and by extension a XCNa3 sodium-rich antiperovskite 








where ri is the ionic radius of atom i. t = 1 corresponds to the ideal case of the three ions fitting perfectly 
in a cube. Deviations from unity indicate size mismatch between the ions and can lead to phase 
instability and/or distortions from the cubic (anti)perovskite aristotype. 
By analogy to classical oxide perovskites, it might be assumed that a range of 0.85 < t < 0.95 might be 
ideal for such structures, and as such might serve as an adequate predictor of stability for further 
material development. Figure 2 summarizes the synthesizability of sodium-rich antiperovskites as a 
function of constitutent anion size, including our attempts through mechanochemistry. 
 
Figure 2: Summary of Na3CX synthesizability as a function of 6-coordinated (F-, O2-, S2- and Se2-) and 
12-coordinated (Cl-, S2-, NO3-, CN-, Br-, BH4-, I-, IO4-, BF4- and PF6-) anion sizes. Dotted diagonals represent 
values of the tolerance factor t. 
 
Multiple oxide antiperovskites Na3OX are synthesizable within a wide range of tolerance factors 
0.84 < t < 0.97. The limit of stability for Na3OX seems to be around t = 1, i.e., for superhalogens X that 
are excessively large like IO4-, BF4- and PF6-. Since the size of the two anions greatly influences the 
lattice volume, Na3OI should then be the the oxide sodium-rich antiperovskite with the highest molar 
volume. Assuming that higher molar volume could be correlated with ion enhanced transport, it would 
be desirable to increase it further by replacing O2- with larger anions on the 6-coordinated site. The 
natural choice is S2- and previous computational studies have identified Na3(O0.5S0.5)I [32] and Na3SI 
[31] as promising (oxy)sulfide materials to be synthesized.  
As shown in Figure 2,  despite multiple attempts, S2--containing compositions could not be successfully 
synthesized with the methodology described in this study. Due to the size of S2-, sulfide Na3SX 
antiperovskites have much lower tolerance factors with normal halides X. For example, the tolerance 
factor of Na3SI is 0.81. For this reason we also attempted to prepare sulfide compositions with larger 
superhalides. Still, all attempts on synthesizing pure-sulfide Na3SX proved unsuccessful, in contrast to 
oxide compositions with similar tolerance factors. For example, Na3SPF6 has a similar tolerance factor 
to Na3OCN. Further, our exploratory synthesis efforts also covered other sulfide compositions 
identified by computational studies, such as Li3SI [31] and Na3FS [31] and Na3(O0.5S0.5)I, whose 
synthesis, also proved unsuccessful using our mechanochemical approach. It is obvious from Figure 2 
that the tendency for synthesizability seems to be more correlated to the type of element occupying 
the 6-coordinated site rather than to the tolerance factor (Na3OX are synthesizable over a wide range 
of tolerance factors from ~0.8 to 1). It is unclear at this point why Li- or Na- sulfide antiperovskites 
remain so elusive and therefore the Goldschmidt tolerance factor based on ionic radii is not a sufficient 
criterion for the stability of sodium-rich antiperovskites. This fact might also be due to an instrinsic 
limitation of predicting accurately the Na-C and Na-X bond lengths in such systems: as discussed 
below, a spherical ion approximation might not be applicable. 
We note, nevertheless, that our attempt at an oxysulfide composition with a modest sulfide content 
Na3O0.7S0.3BH4 yielded a semi-positive result, producing a cubic material indexed in the space group 
𝑃𝑚3̅𝑚 with a = 4.68 Å (Figure S2). This is larger than the 4.64 Å of the pure oxide Na3OBH4 indicating 
some incorporation of sulfur in the structure. Such doping of S in oxide sodium-rich antiperovskites 
should be studied further in the future. 
We target our discussion on the Na3OX oxyhalide antiperovskites, which can be perceived as equimolar 
eutectic solutions of the Na2O and NaX binaries and synthesized from the latter. Here, ‘homemade’ 
Na2O (Figure 1) was used for the synthesis of Na3OX in a closed-system to ensure purity without the 
need to evacuate side-products. A distinct advantage of the mechanochemical route is that there is 
no need for a high temperature treatment; using ball-milling alone the reactions can be driven to 
completion while, for reference, previous studies report on utilizing temperatures in the range of 300-
600 ˚C [12,18,19,22,23,29,42]. The success of the mechanochemical route is probably linked to the 
soft nature of these materials (e.g. bulk modulus of ~35 GPa for Na3OCl and Na3OBr [15]).  
The high-energy ball-milling of equimolar mixtures of Na2O and NaX results in the straightforward 
synthesis of Na3OX antiperovskites. This is evident from the diffractograms gathered in Figure 3, which 
can all be indexed in the 𝑃𝑚3̅𝑚 space group. Equimolar mixtures of two or three halides can also be 
used to produce single-phase antiperovskites. We have prepared in this way for the first time binary- 
and ternary-mixed-halide antiperovskites Na3OX including BH4-, namely with X = Cl0.5(BH4)0.5, 
Br0.5(BH4)0.5, I0.5(BH4)0.5 and Cl0.33Br0.33(BH4)0.33. 
 
Figure 3. X-ray diffractograms of annealed antiperovskites in order of increasing lattice parameter. Bragg 
peak positions correspond to the 𝑃𝑚3̅𝑚 space group. Na3OCl0.33Br0.33(BH4)0.33 and Na3OBr0.5(BH4)0.5 samples 
were measured in PEEK-dome cells and the associated diffuse scattering was subtracted as background. The 
remaining samples were measured through an airtight sample holder featuring a Be window. BeO peaks in 
the Na3OBr samples originate from slight oxidation of the Be and denoted with ▼. 
 
As seen in Figure 3, the Bragg reflections indexed in the 𝑃𝑚3̅𝑚 space group shift to lower 2θ angles 
(higher dhkl) as the halide anion X increases in size, indicating isotropic expansion of the unit cell. The 
relative peak intensities vary considerably with composition, owing to constructive/destructive 
interference linked to the ratio of the atomic scattering factors of oxygen and the (super)halogen(s). 
Both the relative intensity variation and the evolution of the lattice volume serves as proof of the 
integration of multiple halides in the structure of the binary and ternary compositions 
3.2. Structure of Na3OX 
In an ideal cubic antiperovskite, oxygen is placed at (0, 0, 0) and sodium at (0, ½ ,0), so that dNa-O=a/2. 
Using the tabulated ionic radii [43] for Na+ and O2-, each in octahedral coordination (and assuming 
t=1), the expected sodium-oxygen distance is2.34 Å and, consequently, the lattice parameter of each 
oxide antiperovskite Na3OX should ideally be 4.68 Å. From Figure 4, it is evident that the lattice 
parameter and as such the effective sodium-oxygen distance, is actually in all cases lower than the 
nominal one (except for Na3OI). Similarly, the sodium-(super)halide distance is always significantly 
larger than expected. 
 
Figure 4: Relation between (super)halogen anion size, rx, and cell parameter, a, of cubic Na3OX sodium-rich 
antiperovskites. Data sorted depending on their provenance (literature or this work) and based on whether 
they correspond to a mixed-halide composition. Literature data included from Wang et al. (Na3OCl1-xBr and 
Na3OBr1-xI) [22], Hippler et al. [42] (Na3OCl), Jansen et al. (Na3ONO2 [18] and Na3OCN [20]), Sabrowsky et al. 
[19] (Na3OCl and Na3OBr), Zhu et al. [29] (Na3OBr), Nguyen et al. [23] (Na3OBr) and Sun et al. [12] (Na3OBH4). 
Dotted lines represent different values of the tolerance factor calculated using rNaVI=1.02 Å and rOVI=1.40 Å 
[43]. The yellow line represents a linear fit across all data points. 
 
This observation should be interpreted in the framework of the unique Na coordination in Na3OX 
antiperovksites, that is NaO2/6X4/12 (each Na 6-coordinated by two oxygen and four halide ions). This 
seems to produce, in all cases, shorter Na-O and longer Na-X bonds than would be expected from 
regular NaO6 and NaX6 octahedra, e.g. in Na2O and NaX crystals. This ‘mismatch’ is implicitly captured 
in the tolerance factor (for all cases t<1) and is alleviated as the X anion becomes larger (i.e. t tends to 
1 moving from Cl to I). This mismatch might also suggest a non-negligible degree of covalent 
interaction between constituents, undermining the spherical-ion approximation central to the idea of 
ionic radii. 
From Figure 4, it is obvious that the cubic lattice parameter is actually a function of the (super)halogen 
anion size. In other words, the smaller the halogen the more tightly the Na is bound to oxygen and 
vice-versa, and this should have distinct implications on ion transport. Nevertheless, a linear 
relationship is apparent between the ionic radius of the (super)halogen and the lattice parameter of 
the Na3OX antiperovskite, resulting in a Vegard-type behavior. From the data points in Figure 4, we 
determine this linear relationship to be a=0.50∙rX+3.59. Out of the hitherto reported Na3OX 
antiperovskites, Na3O(NO2) seems to be the single outlier to this relationship. This is likely related to 
the difficulty in assigning unambiguous ionic radii to polyatomic anions in the framework of a spherical 
anion approximation. We emphasize that tabulated thermochemical radii [44] were used for the 
complex anions in this analysis. 
3.3. Ion transport in Na3OX 
The impedance spectra of the annealed sodium-rich antiperovskites were measured as a function of 
temperature to derive activation energies using a typical Arrhenius relation. The resulting 
conductivities are plotted in Figure 5a. In addition, AIMD simulations were performed on several 
compositions and the Na+-diffusivities were extracted and plotted in Figure 5b. 
 
Figure 5: Arrhenius plots of (a) conductivity and (b) diffusivity for several Na3OX antiperovskites. 
Conductivities in (a) measured by impedance spectroscopy. Na+ diffusivities in (b) extracted from AIMD 
simulations. The activation energies Ea were derived by the slope of the linear fit of ln(σT) or ln(D) versus 
1/T. 
 
The conductivities measured in this work for Na3OX samples all lie in the range 10-10 - 10-8 S/cm at room 
temperature and increase to about 10-8 - 10-6 S/cm at 100 ˚C. These values are in line with reports in 
literature except for Na3OBH4, which will be discussed separately below. Ball-milling sodium-rich 
antiperovskites does not seem to dramatically affect their ionic conductivity, as has been observed for 
other topical ion conductors, e.g. many members of the Li-P-S family [45].  
It is clear that the calculated activation energies (0.16–0.29 eV) for Na-ion diffusion are significantly 
lower than the activation energies for conductivity (~0.6–1.0 eV) derived from impedance 
measurements. This is a common feature in the literature, with the vast majority of computational 
studies underestimating Na- and Li-ion activation energies in anti-perovskite solid electrolytes. This 
has been partially explained in a previous study by the presence of highly-resistive grain boundaries in 
experimental samples [24]. Such an interpretation is also consistent with the spread of reported 
conductivities and activation energies reported for the most studied compositions Na3OCl and Na3OBr. 
We conclude that the experimentally measured ion transport parameters of sodium rich 
antiperovskites are quite sensitive to details in the experimental procedures of pellet preparation and 
measurement of impedance spectra, as shown and discussed recently for a variety of ion conductors 
[46]. 
 
Although the measured conductivities are quite low in view of practical application, their comparison 
can yield fundamental understanding to guide further development of this family of materials. Figure 
6 compares the ionic conductivity at 100 ˚C and the activation energy of sodium-rich antiperovskites 
against the size of the halide anion. A qualitative trend is observed: increasing halide size leads to 
increasing the conductivity and decreasing the activation energy. The conductivity trend can be 
rationalized based on the greater cell volume concomitant with increasing halide size (Fig. 6). The 
activation energy trend can be attributed to the polarizability of the larger ion which renders the lattice 
softer. Similar trends have been observed on multiple solid electrolyte systems, e.g. the (thio)LISICONs 
[47] and the Li6PS5X (X = Cl, Br or I) argyrodites [48]. These trends are qualitatively reproduced by our 
AIMD simulations. 
 
Figure 6: Plot of the log (σ) and activation energy versus A-site anion radii for several sodium-rich 
antiperovskites. 
3.4. Structural and transport properties of Na3OBH4 
Sun et al. [12] recently reported on Na3OBH4 synthesized by a similar procedure to the one used here 
and with a very high conductivity of the order of 10-3 S/cm at room temperature. This conductivity is 
~107 times higher than what we measured for multiple Na3OBH4 samples we synthesized (Figure 5), 
including one emulating exactly their synthesis parameters. In order to try and understand this 
inconsistency, we have performed additional characterization of the Na3OBH4 sample. 
The existence of strong covalent B-H bonds in the BH4- subunit allows for the investigation of this 
material through vibrational spectroscopy. Raman and FTIR spectra of the Na3OBH4 sample are shown 
in Figure 7, as compared to those of the NaBH4 reagent. Combining the two techniques the four normal 
modes of the BH4- tetrahedron, ν1-ν4, are clearly observable, further attesting its integration in the 
structure. Peaks below 1000 cm-1 in the Raman spectrum likely correspond to vibrations of the sodium 
lattice with respect to the anion sublattice, attesting to Na+ mobility in the material. A peak at 
1452 cm-1 in the FTIR spectrum of Na3OBH4 remains unassigned, but was also observed for a 
Na2(BH4)(NH2) antiperovskite sample in the literature and is likely a “combination of a fundamental 
and a lattice mode”[35].  
 
Figure 7: Vibrational (Raman and FTIR) spectra of annealed Na3OBH4 and NaBH4 with assignments. 
 
The thermograms of Na3OBH4 shown in Figure 8 do not reveal any sign of melting of the sample below 
400 ̊ C. This is in stark contrast with a melting temperature of 240 ˚C reported by Sun et al. [12]. Indeed, 
pelletized samples annealed at 300 ˚C maintained their shape and phase purity. Instead our 
thermograms show a sharp exothermic peak at 425 ˚C followed by a broad endothermic effect 
centered at 441 ˚C and a distinct rise of the baseline (i.e. heat capacity). The DSC peaks are coupled 
with a mass loss reaching ~4% by the end of the experiment. From the associated mass spectra (Fig. 
S3), we identified the majority of the outgassing to be H2 (m/z=2) along with traces of m/z=13, 14, 15 
and 16 which are likely attributed to diborane B2H6 (m/z=16) and its molecular fragments. The above 
leads to an interpretation of the decomposition of Na3OBH4 at 425 ˚C rather than melting. It is noted 
that the total H content in Na3OBH4 corresponds to approximately 8% of its mass, i.e. ~50% of the 
hydrogen in the material was released during its thermal decomposition. Overall, the thermal analysis 
of our sample shows significantly different behavior than the one reported by Sun et al. [12]. 
 
Figure 8: DSC and TGA of as-milled Na3OBH4 
Despite the differences in thermal behavior, our diffractograms and vibrational spectra (Figs. 2 and 7) 
clearly indicate the purity of our product and agree in principle with the structural analysis of Sun et 
al. It is unclear at this point why we cannot replicate the electrical conductivity performance (and 
thermal behavior) previously reported. Sun et al. highlighted the importance of hot-pressing their 
pellets to reach the high conductivity reported. While it is plausible that hot pressing could alleviate 
the effects of blocking grain boundaries [23,24], it would be surprising for this difference in processing 
to account for 7 orders of magnitude difference in measured ionic conductivity between our work and 
theirs. We note that the lower conductivity we measure is closer in line with the conductivities of other 
sodium-rich antiperovskites reported here and elsewhere and seems to follow the qualitative trends 
with halide size and polarizability (Figs. 5 and 6).  
The results from our AIMD simulations also present some significant differences to those of Sun et al. 
In the AIMD simulations of Sun et al., zero and two Na hops were reported at high temperatures of 
700 and 900 K, respectively, for Na3OBr, while for Na3OBH4, two and five hops occurred at 700 and 
900 K, respectively. These results suggest that the rate of Na-ion diffusion at >700 K is greater in 
Na3OBH4 compared to Na3OBr, which is in contrast to our AIMD results presented in Figure 5b that 
suggest higher Na-ion diffusion in Na3OBr above room temperature. This discrepancy may result from 
the fact that the AIMD simulations of Sun et al. were only carried out for 40 ps and with a small 2×2×2 
supercell. In contrast, the simulations we report here were performed for over 100 ps and a 3x3x3 unit 
cell, greatly increasing the statistical significance of our conclusions.            
Sun et al. attributed the excellent high conductivity they reported to a rotational motion (orientational 
freedom) of the BH4- anion [12]. This is in principle possible; such arguments of couple anionic/cationic 
mobility (paddle-wheel effect, crystal plasticity) have recently resurfaced in the context of borohydride 
[49–54] and sulfide [55–60] ion conductors for batteries. Our molecular dynamics simulations indeed 
show that the BH4- anion rotates at all the temperatures tested. Nevertheless the computed Na+ 
diffusivities for Na3OBH4 are still of the same order of magnitude as those observed for other 
sodium-rich antiperovskites examined (Figure 5b), and are also in qualitative agreement with our 
impedance results (Figure 5a). Based on our analysis, we conclude that BH4- rotations are likely and 
could lead to a decreased activation energy for conduction. However, we cannot replicate the overall 
ionic conductivity or diffusivity of Na+ previously reported, neither by experimental impedance 
measurements nor by AIMD simulations. 
4. Conclusion 
We have reported here the efficacy and efficiency of mechanochemistry (ball-milling) for the synthesis 
of a wide variety of sodium-rich antiperovskite materials, Na3OX (X = Cl, Br, I, BH4). Through utilization 
of pure Na2O, these materials can be obtained in a single-step, without the need for annealing. Using 
our diffraction data, impedance spectroscopy and molecular dynamics simulations, we investigate the 
effect of halide substitution on the interrelated structural and ion transport properties of Na3OX 
(X = Cl, Br, BH4). We show that the (super)halogen size controls the lattice volume and implicitly the 
Na-ion conductivity of these materials. In parallel, the polarizability of the (super)halogen controls the 
activation energy for conduction through its effect on the lattice softness. We also examine the recent 
reports of high ionic conductivity in Na3OBH4 which we were unable to reproduce. Both our impedance 
spectroscopy experiments and molecular dynamics simulations indicate that Na3OBH4 is not a positive 
outlier in terms of its ion transport, and exhibits a similar Na-ion conductivity to other sodium-rich 
antiperovksites. 
The ionic conductivities of the undoped materials measured in this fundamental study are of course 
still too low to envisage any practical application. Future perspectives to increase the ionic conductivity 
would include the utilization of larger, more polarizable anions on the six-coordinated site, e.g. replace 
the O2- by S2-. Although full sulfide compositions could not be synthesized, we show here that partial 
replacement of O2- by S2- is possible and leads to the expected increase in lattice volume. Future studies 
should investigate whether such substitution significantly affects ion transport. In addition, 
introducing vacancies by aliovalent substitutions of divalent cations (e.g. Mg2+ or Ca2+ [22,27]) on the 
sodium site has been proven to be an effective strategy to increase ionic conductivity. These strategies 
could be combined with the halide mixing demonstrated in this work to increase the ionic conductivity 
in sodium-rich antiperovskites. 
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